December 16th, 2013
Madelyn Wils, President
Hudson River Park Trust
Pier 40, 2nd Floor, 353 West Street
New York, NY 10014
Dear President Wils,
Thank you for your December 6th letter regarding issues raised by the Greenwich
Village Society for Historic Preservation and other groups about the potential sale of
air rights from the Hudson River Park, as made possible by recent State legislation. I
understand that the Trust, elected officials, Community Boards, and the Department
of City Planning are working on next steps regarding implementing this mechanism.
As you know, we and many others have very serious concerns about the allowance of
air rights transfers from the Hudson River Park, particularly as it relates to increasing
the size of allowable development along the West Side. Due to zoning changes during
the last ten years, the West Side is already slated to receive millions and millions of
square feet of additional development, which has already had a tremendous impact
upon the affected communities, and which will have an even greater impact in years
to come. The addition of millions of square feet of development generated by air
rights from the Hudson River Park will only increase that impact.
As the Trust, elected officials, the Department of City Planning, and Community Boards
move ahead with considering next steps regarding the air rights provision, I strongly
urge you to consider the following:

Vital Unanswered Questions
What exactly is the area to which the State legislation allows air rights to be
transferred? Clarity is absolutely required about where air rights can
potentially be used, which the state legislation simply defines as “one block”
inland, though as has been raised previously, exactly how “one block” is
defined in law is not clear. Answers must be provided as to exactly how this
term is legally defined, not simply where the Trust or City Planning intends or
currently contemplates transferring air rights to.
What parts of the park generate “air rights”? There continues to be lack of
clarity about exactly which parts of the park generate air rights under the
newly-enacted legislation, which of course impacts how many air rights are
potentially available for transfer. While the Trust has been very forthcoming
about stating what parts of the park it currently intends to use, or not use, air
rights from, this does not constitute a legally binding agreement. It is

therefore absolutely essential that we be provided with a clear answer as to
exactly which parts of the park under the law now generate air rights. If there
are more places than initially identified (Piers 40, 76, 81, 83 and 98 and
Chelsea Piers --Piers 59, 60 and 61), it is necessary that binding mechanisms be
created to eliminate or prohibit the use of those additional air rights, such as
through a rezoning or further State legislation.

Alternatives to Increasing the Allowable Size of Development
Combining a ‘downzoning’ with air rights transfers. Preventing
overdevelopment of our neighborhood is a top concern of the Greenwich
Village Society for Historic Preservation and many other groups in relation to
the air rights transfer provision. As currently discussed by the Trust, air rights
transfers would necessarily result in an increase in allowable development as a
means to generate revenue for the park.
However, there is no reason why any air rights transfer could not be coupled
with a ‘downzoning,’ so that the allowable size of development on a given site
is not increased as a result of air rights transfers (i.e. a site which allows 6 FAR
could be downzoned to allow 4 FAR as of right, with the option of purchasing
the equivalent of 2 FAR of development rights to bring the allowable size of
development up to the original 6). It is therefore essential that a downzoning
be considered in combination with all air rights transfers so that there is no
increase in allowable size of development, or a clear explanation is provided as
to why such a combination is not being used or could not be used.
Create a mechanism for generating revenue directly from all new
development, rather than from upzoning. Under the currently-contemplated
mechanism, the park would only receive revenue if and when its air rights are
sold, increasing the allowable size of development in an area adjacent to the
park (unless combined with a downzoning). It is this increase in the allowable
size of development which generates revenue for the Park, rather than the
development itself, thus linking funding for the park to increasing the size of
development inland.
However, a mechanism could be created to generate revenue directly to the
park from all new development in a prescribed area adjacent to the park, not
just from the increased development emanating from air rights sales. Such a
mechanism has been used elsewhere in New York City, most recently in the
Hudson Square rezoning. This would on the one hand give the park a broader
base of development from which to derive revenue, while at the same time
eliminating the strong impetus for increasing the development potential in our

neighborhoods and the link between revenue for the park and an increase in
development size.
Unlike air rights transfers, such a mechanism is unlikely to generate opposition
from community groups, and in fact would likely generate significant support.
It is essential that such a mechanism be explored as a seemingly vastly
preferable alternative to air rights transfers; if air rights transfers are still
pursued, there must be a clear explanation as to why this mechanism could
not be used instead.

Setting Limits for Air Rights Transfers
It is absolutely essential that any next steps regarding air rights transfers
include putting in place greater limits on the use and transfer of air rights than
currently exist. I believe that all sides can agree that full utilization of the
development potential created by the State legislation would have an
overwhelming and inappropriate impact upon our neighborhoods. As long as
that potential exists, there will be forces seeking ways to use it, and no
guarantees that it will not be used in this manner at some point in the future.
Therefore a next step should not simply involve an allowance for a limited use
of the air rights; a next step should also put in place appropriate limits for the
future use of air rights as well, to eliminate the current dangerous potential
that the existing air rights provision creates.
Thank you, and I look forward to hearing back from you about the next steps regarding
this issue.
Sincerely,

Andrew Berman
Executive Director
Cc:

State Senator Brad Hoylman
State Senator Daniel Squadron
Assemblymember Deborah Glick
Assemblymember Richard Gottfried
Manhattan Borough President-elect Gale Brewer
City Councilmember-elect Corey Johnson
City Councilmember Margaret Chin
Hudson River Park Trust Board of Directors
Hudson River Park Trust Advisory Council
New York City Department of City Planning

Community Board #1, Manhattan
Community Board #2, Manhattan
Community Board #4, Manhattan
Save Chelsea
Greenwich Village Community Task Force
Council of Chelsea Block Associations
Tribeca Trust
Village Independent Democrats
Lower Chelsea Alliance
Village Reform Democratic Club
Charles Street Association
Jim Owles Liberal Democratic Club
Charlton Street Block Association
VanDam Street Block Association
West 13th Street 100 Block Association
Morton Street Block Association
Perry Street Block Association
Perry Street Crusaders
Chelsea Reform Democratic Club

